
Use it
like your  
wireless
desktop  
mouse

Store it
inside a 

PC card slot

Charge it
automatically

What is MoGo Mouse BTTM?
MoGo Mouse BTTM is a business-card sized,  
Bluetooth-enabled mouse that stores and recharges 
neatly inside…that’s right, inside…your laptop  
computer’s PC card slot when it’s not being used. 
MoGo Mouse BTTM is a technologically advanced 
wonder, featuring patent-pending optics and a system 
that automatically levers the mouse up into your  
hand as you work. With no batteries to replace, the  
MoGo Mouse BTTM recharges in less than an hour in  
the PC card slot of your laptop.

Who’s MoGo Mouse BTTM meant for? 
MoGo Mouse BTTM is specifically designed for road warriors who hate carrying around full-sized, 
bulky mice, but who also despise laptop trackpads and trackpoints. MoGo Mouse BTTM provides 
them with a solution to their problem, making it easier for them to work on the road.

What’s so special about MoGo Mouse BTTM?  
Other mice, even those meant for road warriors, just don’t cut it. Mini-mice (the “walnut  
shells”) get lost in your hand and are difficult to maneuver, and the ideas of carrying a full-sized 
mouse defeats the entire purpose of mobility on the go, making MoGo Mouse BTTM a natural.  

Features
•  Patent-pending optics provide smooth,  

accurate performance

•  Integrated “kickstand” flips out to  
 position MoGo Mouse comfortably

•  No batteries to replace — takes just 
minutes to recharge inside your laptop

•  Bluetooth operation delivers  
wireless freedom
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Specifications
Hardware 

Operating System

Bluetooth Specification

Resolution

Working range

RF transmit power Operating

Battery Voltage

Operating Current

Standby Current

Sleep Mode Current

Dimensions

Weight

PC Card Slot, USB Bluetooth adaptor or embedded Bluetooth

Bluetooth®-enabled Windows® 98, Me, 2000, or XP,  
Bluetooth®-enabled Macintosh® running Mac® OS 10.2.8 or later 

1.1 and 1.2 compliant

500 DPI

Up to 30 feet (10 m)

<4 dBm

4.2V

165 mAh Internal Rechargable

32mA

22 ma and .04mA

3.4 x 2.125" x .21 inches
(86 x 54 x 5 mm)

1.5 oz or 41 grams

Österreich:
Tel.:  01 / 58 55 430
Fax:  01  / 58 55 460

Deutschland:
Tel.: 0761 / 59 21 00
Fax: 0761 / 58 52 28

Schweiz:
Tel.: 061 / 27 311 - 31
Fax: 061 / 27 311 - 39
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